Dodeca Ten-minute Tech Talks
Keyteach

Dodeca has partnered with Keyteach, the award-winning global leader in Oracle Hyperion and EPM
Cloud training. We collaborated to create the Dodeca interactive training portal to provide step by step
instructions to get Dodeca users up to speed fast!
Our next endeavor is to sponsor Keyteach to deliver Essbase 21c training for experienced administrators
ready to upgrade. In this talk, we’ll give an overview of upcoming Essbase and Dodeca training offerings.

EssJet Technology

Dodeca Version 8 introduced EssJet Technology which allows Dodeca to run multiple Essbase retrieves at
the same time. Dodeca can now simultaneously run multiple queries from a single sheet or from multiple
sheets in a workbook, greatly enhancing performance. Come see our live interactive demonstration.

Workbook Analyzer

Over the years, Excel workbooks have grown to be large, slow, and unwieldy. We have found that workbooks
accumulate unnecessary artifacts such as dead Excel links, #REF range names, extraneous styles, and
unused Smart View data streams. The Dodeca Workbook Analyzer can analyze and clean these problem
workbooks. Show us your worst spreadsheets and we’ll show you how to clean them.

Essbase Spreadsheet Tips and Tricks

Join Tim Tow, Excel MVP Alumni and Oracle Ace Alumni will share some of the Essbase spreadsheet
design techniques he has developed over the past 30 years. He will show off some of his best practices
for improving spreadsheet productivity and reducing errors.

Introduction to DSMS

Learn about the Dodeca Spreadsheet Management System, the world’s only High Productivity Spreadsheet
Application Platform. Dodeca is used by many companies to create mission critical applications that are
secure, dependable, and save time and money. Dodeca features such as read/write access to Essbase
using EssJet technology, read/write access to SQL data sources, commentary for variance analysis, drillthrough to anywhere, and robust extensibility provide the tools for companies to create highly tailored
spreadsheet solutions.

Lexis Nexis AMA

Lexis Nexis has adopted Dodeca widely across their global organization. In this “Ask Me Anything” session,
their administrators will show how they’ve used Dodeca to reduce their time spent during quarterly close
by 280 work days. They will also answer your questions about their incredible implementation.

To learn how the Dodeca Spreadsheet Management System, the Dodeca Excel Add-In
for Essbase and Drillbridge can help your company, contact us at:
256.885.4371 or dodeca@appliedolap.com
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